INTERM® IG
IN-visible control glass
MAKE THE GLASS TRANSPARENT BY CLICK OF THE REMOTE CONTROL

Display glass can be switched off and on while changing the transparency

ON

from milky to see-through. If you wish to have a privacy just press OFF at
the remote control and glass will become white. At this time milky glass will
transfer only the light from the other side of the wall.
The glass is also a screen. No mater if turned On or Off, in both cases
display glass can be used to play commercials, films, or other projections.
With ON mode, the projected movie on transparent glass is visualized as
light reflection of the projection. The uniqueness of display glass is that

OFF

even in OFF mode while glass is white and non-transparent, still the
projected movie is transparent and can be watched from both sides. The
effect of projecting to both sides of the screen is not possible to reach with
any other display or screen except INTERM® IG IN-visible control glass
Weight of the glass : 27,5 kg / m2,
Thickness of the glass : 11 mm
VTC ( on mode) 5%
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- V TC ( o f f mo d e ) 5 0 %

INTERM® IG
IN-visible control glass
DOUBLE GLAZING VERSION

INTERM ® IG IN-visible control glass offers different transmittance
HAZE rates, and UV protection rates depending on the electric currency.

Description

Electrical Operation

Thickness of LC layer

Optical
Characteristics

Electrical
Characteristics

Unit

Mode

Tech Data

On

Transparent

Off

Transparent

-

§

Haze(*)

%

Transmittance(*)

%

-

20 ~ 40

On

6 ± 0.5

Off

75 ± 5.0

On

75 ± 5.0

Off

20 ± 0.5

-

Above 98

-

Above 150

UV Blocking(*)

%

Viewing angle of
screen

Degree

Operating Voltage

VAC

-

110 / 220

Response Time

Msec

Off - On

Tr. 100ms / Td. 400ms

The Technical data with (*) item means that PA-LC assembled between float glasses.
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Double glazing version of Fasade Display connects the patents in
electronic, chemical and cosmic research which result of exterior
double glazing with features as:
Changes transparency on request. Double glass can be switched on
and off while changing the transparency. By simple click display glass at
an opaque collor is converted into a transparent. Glass is used in hi-tech
buildings to create a pleasing atmosphere without curtains or blinds.
The fasade glass is a screen . With projections to both sides fasade
glass is applied as a hi-definition digital type of display screen, using a
projector that can enjoy the visual characteristics of such as TV, Video,
DVD or PC.
Double glazing uses layer of Bio Clean on exterior glass for better
maintenance and easier cleaning. Bio Clean doesn’t decrease the visual
characteristics.
Worlds top Temperature stability. Interior glass of double glazed
progressive display is maintaining the same temperature as interior room
temperature. People sitting by the window will not feel any difference
between the temperatures on the other side of the room.
The glass has top energy efficiency, setting up the new world criteria.
U value : 0,5 W/(m2.K)
Weight of the glass : 40 kg / m2
Thickness of the glass : 38,5 mm
G wert ( on mode) 0,28
G wert ( off mode) 0,17
VTC ( on mode) 5%
V TC ( off mode ) 50%
Glass is soundproof and with value of Rw 36 dB provides high sound
resolution. For human ear this means up to 50% better sound isolation
compared to standard double glazing. For even higher sound protection
double glass display can be made on order with up to 39 dB.

INTERM® IG
IN-visible control glass

SINGLE GLASS

Visibility Visibility
ON
OFF

Thick

max size

6,5mm

980x1500

210x297

83%

5%

11 mm

2940x2210

210x297

80%

5%

min.size

DOUBLE GLASS
Thick

max size

min size

38,5mm 2940*2210 210x297

Visibility ON

INTERM® IG IN-visible control glass is based on the combination of high moleculars
and liquid. Liquid molecules become chaotic and scatter light when electric
currency is not provided so that the surface appears opaque. However when
electric current is provided, the liquid molecules are assorted to a currency
manner, the surface appears transparent.

Visibility Visibility
ON
OFF

50%

4%

U value

0,5
Wm2K-1

G wert
ON

G wert
OFF

0,28

0,17

* The various size of glass display is available.
** In case of optional color, please consult us before ordering.

Vtc : 0.441 0.445 0.433 0.418 0.401 0.369 0.303 0.191 0.069 0.000 0.342
Rf : 0.291 0.284 0.282 0.284 0.295 0.317 0.363 0.467 0.664 1.000 0.344
Rb : 0.252 0.243 0.236 0.235 0.245 0.261 0.286 0.354 0.544 0.999 0.279

Visibility OFF
Vtc : 0.064 0.064 0.061 0.058 0.054 0.049 0.039 0.024 0.008 0.000 0.046
Rf : 0.086 0.086 0.085 0.087 0.091 0.104 0.137 0.220 0.429 1.000 0.132
Rb : 0.250 0.238 0.230 0.230 0.240 0.256 0.281 0.348 0.541 0.999 0.274

Frequently asked questions
What is the composition of Display glass ?
Glass (3mm / 5mm) / EVA film / Liquid Crystal Film / EVA film / Glass
What does Display glass weigh?
27kg per square meter (for 11mm thickness)
17kg per square meter (for 7mm thickness)
Can Display glass be curved?
No, it is not available now.
Can Display glass be made from tempered glass?
Yes.
Can a hole be made in Glass Display (drilled)?
Yes. The holes must be processed during production. Please discuss the details
with us when ordering.
Can Display Glass be laminated with polycarbonate instead of glass?
Yes. The price of polycarbonate type is slightly higher than Display glass.
Please discuss the details with us when ordering.
Can Display Glass be colored?
Yes, The standard color is milky white and bronze, green, blue colors are available.
May Display Glass be used for blackout purpose?
No. In opaque mode, the light is scattered, not blocked.
Delivery and guarantee
What is the ordering procedure for Glass Display?
Send the Purchase Order or standard ‘Order Form’.
What is the lead time for Glass Display?
4~5 weeks (shipment) after purchasing order & payment confirmation.
What is the packing for Glass Display?
As standart isolated glass
What warranty is offered for Glass Display?
2 years for the electrical, optical performances. See our ‘Warranty Form’ condition.

Application & Installation
Notes ………………………………………………………………………..….
Can Display Glass be used in external windows?
Yes. Display façade glass is double glass. Display glass is single glass. Please
discuss the details with us when ordering.

……………………………………………………………………………….….

May Display Glass be used for doors?
Yes, opening or sliding doors. See the “Installation Manual”.
May Display Glass be used as a projection screen?
Yes, rear (back) projection in opaque state.

……………………………………………………………………………….….

At what distance should the projector be installed?
A few meters from the glass depending on the size of the image & projectors.
(60 inch size : 2 ~ 3M, 80 inch size : 3 ~ 4M)

……………………………………………………………………………….….

What silicone can be used for glazing of Glass Display?
Neutral, non-acetic silicone sealant without plasticizers & solvents

……………………………………………………………………………….….

Is Glass Display easy to install?
Yes, the installation / glazing is same as that of ordinary glass except electrical
wiring work. Before installation (fitting, glazing) of Glass display, it is required to
consider the wiring from electrical power source to Glass Display. See the
details in the Installation Manual.

……………………………………………………………………………….….

……………………………………………………………………………….….
Electrical questions
What is the voltage required?
Below 110VAc (50 / 60Hz).
If the power source is higher than 110V, transformer should be used.
(See the Installation Manual)
What is the capacity of a transformer required ?
Depends on the surface area of Glass Display and the number of control
zones.
The 25 VA per a square meter of Glass Display is required.
Is there any requirement for a switch?
No. Any type of switch can be used. (such as normal wall switch)
The switch should be fitted to the primary side of transformer.
What is the power consumption in ON mode?
About 7.0W per square meter of Glass display.

...more light for life

Production plant Pustiměř
No. 260, CZ-683 21 Pustiměř
tel: +420 517 357 050
fax: +420 517 357 040
info@izolacniskla.cz
www.izolacniskla.cz

THE MOST EXCLUSIVE REFERENCES
FAMILY HOMES
glazing of bathrooms, bedrooms or private areas.

INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
laboratories, double screen information boards , research centers.

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
bank meeting rooms or Money cashiers, advertising fasades with light
transparency, hotel meeting rooms and VIP rooms in restaurants.

INTERIORS
television studios, butique changing rooms, recording studios,
TRANSPORTATION
Train VIP rooms, back side car windows, private jet meeting room and
projection screen in one.
OTHER
Showers, Refrigerators.
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